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Jack London (1876-1916) was born in San Francisco, California. 

He came from a poor family and had many jobs before travelling 

north to the Yukon in 1897, like many other men, in search of 

gold. He became famous after writing The Call of the Wild in 

1903, which tells the story of a sled-dog in the Yukon who leaves 

his owner to become a wolf in the wild. White Fang (1906} tells 

the story of a wolf that leaves his wild life in the cold and snow 

of the North to become a dog. 
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BEFORE YOU READ 

1 Which of these animals are domestic? Which are wild? 

1 
--------- - 5 

' Domestic Wild ' 

1 a wolf D D I 

2 ,!�') I 2 a dog D D I 8 

I 
3 a weasel D D I 

I 
D D 

I 
'• (p 4 a guinea-pig .. ,

I 
D D 7 

5 a cat 
I 

I 6 a lynx D D I 

I 7 a moose D D I 
4 

D D I 
8 

8 a cow 

J 
.._ _______ - _ __, 

2 Do you know these animal stories? What must the animals in them learn about? 

What must they forget about? 

White Fang a wolf 

.learns to be a dog 

Free WIiiy a boy frees 

a whale from a water park 

Born Free Elsa, a lion living 

with people, learns to be wild 

a Taking food from people 

b Looking for food without 

help 

c Hunting and killing and 

escaping from hunters and 

killers 

d Playing 

e Having freedom and lots of 

space to move around in 

f Living in a small space and 

not moving around much 



Chapter 1 

The She-Wolf 

T
he land was white and silent. and without life. This was 

the Arctic. But there was life on the land. A group of 

dogs pulled a sled, and on the sled was a long. narrow box. 

In front of the dogs, a man walked with his head down 

against the cold. Another man .walked behind the sled. 

A third man was in the box. Dead. He was a young English 

lord and they were taking him across country for his 

funeral. 

The thin light of the day was going fast when they heard 

the first soft. far-away cry. The front man turned and looked 

at the man behind. Then came a second cry. and a third. 

land country 

sled a kind of car 

on skis that dogs 

pull, for travelling 

on snow 

lord an important. 

rich man 

funeral the time 

when a dead person 

is buried 

1 
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READING CHECK 

Put these sentences in the correct order. Number them 1-10. 

a D The mother weasel starts fighting the young wolf. 
b D All the wolves get into pairs. 

c D The wolves kill a moose and eat it. 

d D The old wolf with one eye fights the younger grey wolf. 

e D Four of the baby wolves - the red ones - die. 
f D The red she-wolf has five babies. 
g [I] An old wolf with one eye and a younger grey wolf become friendly 

with the red she-wolf. 

h D The old wolf with one eye dies fighting a lynx. 
D The mother wolf kills the mother weasel. 

· j D The young grey wolf plays with a young weasel.

WORD WORK 

1 These words don't match the pictures. Correct them. 

a a� d a pack of wolves 

b a weasel 
e a wolf's paw 



2 Use the words. from the tree to complete the sentences. 

. b·+ 
a The wolves ........... .1.. .......... the legs of the moose. 

b The red wolf was happy to be One Eye's ........................ . 

c Wolves usually ........................ and kili animals together. 

d The mother weasel ........................ the grey wolf cub to stop 

it hurting the young weasel. 

e Wolves and dogs ........................ when they are angry. 

GUESS WHAT 

What happens in the next chapter? 

Write yes, no, or perhaps for each picture. 

a ....................... . 

C ...................... .. 

b ...................... .. 

d ....................... . 

13 
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READING CHECK 

Correct six more mistakes in the chapter summary. 

Lip-lip is White Fang's greatest fr.is�d-and White Fang learns to fight with him. In the 

summer the Indians move their camp to go hunting. White Fang runs away from them. 

After some time he feels thirsty so he goes back, but the Indian camp isn't there. He goes 

along by the side of a great road and in the end he finds the Indian camp in a new place. 

Grey Beaver is angry to see him. In December, Grey Beaver goes on a journey with his son 

and his wife. White Fang pulls a sled for them. When a boy hits White Fang for eating some 

meat on the ground, White Fang bites the boy's foot. Later White Fang helps Grey Beaver's 

brother when some boys begin to attack him. 

WORD WORK 

Use the words in the tepee to 

complete the sentences on page 25. 

lake 

crawls 
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READI G CHECK 

Choose the right words to finish the sentences. 

1 Beauty Smith does everything to make White Fang ............ him. 
a D like 

b � hate 

2 White Fang ............ fighting other dogs. 
a D loves 

b D doesn't like 

3 Smith ............ making money with White Fang. 
a D d?esn't mind 

b D enjoys 

4 Che k · fi a D slow but deadly ro ee 1s a ............ ghter. 
b D fast and deadly 

5 Weedon Scott.pays Smith ............ for White Fang. 
a D 300 dollars 

b D 150 dollars 

6 Weedon Scott talks to White Fang in a ............ voice. 
a D quiet, kind 

b D noisy, cruel 

ORD ORK 

Use the words in the cage 
to complete Weedon Scott's 
diary on page 47. 



her. White Fang looked at them, but Collie growled at him 

in a low voice and he did not go near them. 

One of the women put an arm round Collie to prevent her 

from moving, then Weedon Scott picked up one of the little 

dogs and put it down next to White Fang. Collie watched 

and growled again. Then White Fang put his nose next to 

the puppy's nose. Weedon Scott and the family laughed and 

cheered. White Fang was surprised, but he lay down next 

to the little dog. 

The rest of the puppies came and climbed over him. 

Happy at last, White Fang went to sleep in the sun. 
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Project B Animal Rescue 

1 Read about this animal rescue story. Match the sentences with the pictures. 

a ... Oscar's mother died and Oscar was all alone and very hungry. 

b When he was older he was taken to the Orang-utan rescue centre. 

c After a time, he was found by Orang-utan rescue workers and they gave 

him some food. 

d Oscar the Orang-utan was born in the wild in a forest in Borneo. 

e In the end Oscar left the centre and was sent back to live in the wild again. 

f When men cut down all the trees in the forest to make wood, ... 



2 Look at the animal rescue story on page 80. 

59 
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3 Write sentences for the pictures using the words in the boxes. 

born / safari park / England 

c cage there / small and dirty / 

many people/ worry/ about/ lions 

e rich woman / read / story / in / 

newspaper / and gave / money / help 

b when / safari park / close / Leo and 

Leah / sell / to / small family circus 



GRAMMAR CHECK 

Everywhere, nowhere, somewhere, and anywhere 

We use everywhere to talk about 'in, at, on, or to all places'. 

Grey Beaver chased Lip-lip everywhere. 

There was snow everywhere. 

We use nowhere to talk about 'in, at, on, or to no place'. 

There was nowhere to stay in Fort Yukon. 

'Where are you going?' 'Nowhere special.' 

We use somewhere to talk about 'in, at, on, or to a place that we don't know exactly'. 

He lives somewhere near the lake. 

I put the money somewhere, but I can't find it. 

We use anywhere to talk about 'in, at, on, or to any place'. We use it in negative 

sentences and in questions. 

Henry couldn't find the dog anywhere. Did you go anywhere interesting? 

9 Choose the correct word to complete the sentences. 

a After the fight, White Fang was tired and sat down. He didn't 

b 

everywhere. 

c 'Bill is dead,' said Henry. 'He died somewhere/anywhere 

near the trees.' 

d White Fang couldn't find Grey Beaver anywhere/everywhere. 

e Scott stood up on the steamer because there was somewhere/nowhere to sit. 

f Dawson City is anywhere/somewhere on the other side of the river. 

10 Complete the sentences with everywhere, nowhere, somewhere, or anywhere. 

a White Fang looked .€;.Y.�'r�Y!.��f.€;. for Collie, but he couldn't find her.

b The dog needed ..................... to hide because Beauty Smith was looking for him. 

c They couldn't find ..................... to sleep that night. 

d 'This place is beautiful,' said Scott. 'There 's ................ · ..... like it in the world.' 

e There were a lot of wolves that night. Bill saw them ......... ..... ....... that he looked. 
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Life is hard and dangerous for both people and 
animals in the frozen Canadian North. For a 
wolf like White Fang it is a continuous fight to 
find food - a fight in which many animals dle. 

When White Fang meets the people of the 
North - first Indians and then White Men - he 
lea�ns to live with them like a dog. But some 
men are cruel to their dogs and others are 
kind. Will White Fang's life be any easier now? 
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0 This book is supported by a MultiROM, containing a complete 
dramatized audio recording of the story plus interactive activities. 
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